“Check your Smile”, prototype of a collaborative LSP website for technical vocabulary
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Abstract. In a design-based research approach (Barab & Squire, 2004), we are currently developing the first prototype of a collaborative Language for Specific Purposes (LSP) website. It focuses on technical vocabulary to help students master any field of LSP better. “Check Your Smile” is a platform aggregating various types of gameplays for each of which games are generated, based on the content of a collaboratively-constructed/user-generated multilingual dictionary. To this day the platform integrates six lexical games. In addition, “Check your Smile”, as a prototype of a new platform itself, has been selected as an Initiative of Excellence Project from the University of Toulouse in France. In a context of digital game-based learning, and as games, gaming and playing have become one of the main trends in educative innovation, we first justify the choice of a digital game-based learning solution. Then, we present the methodology followed for the development of “Check your Smile” and describe the linguistic and collaborative objectives. Finally, we conclude by presenting the potential future evolutions of our platform, as the release candidate version will be accessible from early 2017 onwards.
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1. **Context and choice of a digital game-based solution**

In France, it is mandatory to study at least one foreign language at university, whatever the student’s major might be. This may directly impact how students view language learning and how (un)motivated they are to learn a foreign language (Dornyei, 2009). The recent literature shows the positive impact of digital game-based solutions on motivation (e.g. Oblinger, 2004; Papastergiou, 2009; Sharples et al., 2013), hence our choice to develop a game-based collaborative platform. Besides, university language teaching for students is not always adapted to their future linguistic needs in the professional world, which sometimes also contributes to a lack of motivation, hence our choice to focus on technical vocabulary learning. For the past 20 years in France, several LSP teacher associations and research groups (such as the GERAS research group for English for specific purposes, www.geras.fr/) have promoted research in LSP and have contributed to the development and teaching of LSP, showing the positive impact it has on students’ motivation and students’ preparation to their professional life (Van Der Yeught, 2014). The construct of LSP didactics and in particular of a theoretical framework is still being developed in France (see Sarré & Whyte, 2016). This reveals an increasing concern for LSP which is of course not limited to terminology but also involves a specific syntax, abbreviations and neologisms for instance. However, in order to both facilitate the professional integration of French students and potentially help increase their motivation to learn LSP vocabulary which is linked to their field of study, we have decided to focus on specialized vocabulary learning as a complementary tool to LSP classes. Indeed, vocabulary is seen as a basic but essential tool without which a specialized technical discourse cannot be built. In a context where Web 2.0 has set the ground for large scale collaborative work, we are currently developing the first multidisciplinary and multilingual platform in France called “Check your Smile” which harnesses the scientific and academic terms of all specific purposes to be acquired by the students. Furthermore, as games, gaming and playing have become one of the strong trends in educative innovation in general (Sharples et al., 2013) and in language learning in particular (Cornillie, Thorne, & Desmet, 2012), we have adopted a digital game-based learning approach to hopefully trigger and/or sustain the motivation of our students, which is one of the effects of using games in learning (Oblinger, 2004; Papastergiou, 2009). To do so, we have adapted Thiagi’s (n.d.) recent Four Door model6 and designed three different spaces on the platform: (1) the library (we called it Dictionary)

---

6. For a visual presentation of Thiagi’s Four Door model, see https://liquidinteractive.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/four-doors1.jpg
which is an online user-generated dictionary; (2) the playground (we called it Games) where all the games are; and (3) the social interactions part which is what we called Community: this is the space where you can vote on (i.e. assess) other players’ submissions and/or complete other players’ submissions. The six current games range from audio crosswords to a taboo-like game7 or a hangman-like game; our objective is to allow the student to work on listening and reading, as well as on writing and speaking which are traditionally more difficult to assess in a digital context. However, the integration of games into the learners’ activity is not the sole object of our system. Based on the works of Kim (2008), who stresses the importance of collaborative tasks to promote the acquisition of L2 vocabulary, we assume that students will be more involved, as they take part in the content generation process, which in itself can also be motivating (Kessler, 2013). This hypothesis will be tackled during the user tests and after the release of Version 1 next January, using Rabardel’s (1995) concept of ‘Instrumental genesis’ to consider this platform in the context of its future use.

2. History, methodology and objectives

“Check your smile” was originally designed in a specific Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) set of classes from a computing department where students had to take computing, maths and economics classes in English, in 2013. Its name stems from this original CLIL experience then called SMILE. It was initially an extra tool in this learning environment. Today, even though the scope has changed as it is meant to be both multidisciplinary and multilingual, the name remained the same. In 2014 and 2015, an interuniversity and interdisciplinary team was set up to rethink a new version of “Check your Smile”. It comprised 11 schools and universities, four sites and about 80 people from the University of Toulouse, in addition to national and international collaborations. Then, “Check your Smile” was selected in late 2015 as an Initiative of Excellence Development Project from the University of Toulouse in France (http://www.univ-toulouse.fr/node/11538). The budget granted early 2016 allows us to redevelop the former 2013 prototypal version in a more professional way, and to experiment with it on our students.

Our international team now collaborates in gathering lexical corpora for specific purposes in different languages (such as French, English, Spanish, or Chinese) and in different fields (such as mechanical engineering, law or design). We first

started by breaking down into categories and subcategories the different fields and subfields studied at the University, using both universities’ online courses presentations and teachers’ feedback.

Our categorization currently comprises more than 400 subfields or technical specialties (e.g. databases) for about 40 fields of study (e.g. computer science). Our team then used this material in the process of providing lexical entries, for its categorization. This step of the project is particularly important in order to obtain a first lexical corpus rich enough to play on the platform at its release, before any further vocabulary can be collaboratively built. This first version of the platform database will then contain entries submitted by our team, as well as science vocabulary from an online corpus called *Lexico-Science* (http://lexico.unisciel.fr/) whose owners generously agreed for us to use in our project.

3. **Future work**

User tests have already started and the platform will soon be available at the following address: www.checkyoursmile.fr. In the long term, we hope to develop new games, some of which in collaboration with the Innovalangues 2012-2018 IDEFI Project (*Masperi & Quintin, 2014*). More generally, we are currently aiming at developing new sets of games based on mimes, gestures and imitation through the use of a webcam. We are for instance exploring the possibility of integrating gesture recognition in the platform as it has been demonstrated that hand gestures facilitate the acquisition of L2 vocabulary (e.g. *Pavelin, 2002*).

4. **Conclusion**

Cognitive ergonomics literature has taught us that no matter how innovative a tool is, it only starts to exist when it is used, i.e. to properly analyze a tool (or instrument), one needs to consider it in the context of its actual use (*Rabardel, 1995*). As a follow-up research study, we have assumed so far that students will be more involved and thus more motivated: as we said, this is a user-generated content database. Given that the use of the platform is part of the teaching scenario, the students will have to take part in the generation process of the content. This hypothesis will be tested in the near future, once the new version platform is up and running. Following research questions are thus inherent to computer assisted language learning; not whether an invention works but rather in which contexts it works or does not, and how and why (e.g. *Bétrancourt, 2011*).
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